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1. Introduction 

The Bank's Pillar III Disclosure report provides detailed disclosures about the approaches the 
Bank takes to managing risk and assessing capital adequacy. The report is prepared in 
accordance with the CRD N/CRR package on public disclosure and related Pillar 3 disclosure 
requirements. Additional relevant information may be found in the Bank 2017 Financial 
Report, which includes the bank statutory financial statements under EU Accounting 
Directives and IFRS. 

The report has the following structure. Chapter 2 provides a summary of the Banks's risk 
governance and management. It includes the main features of the Banks's operational plan, 
risk management organization, risk appetite framework, and risk management operational 
guidelines. It also describes the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process CICAAP') at 
the bank, which includes the following components: a risk appetite statement, a risk 
identification process, economic capital allocation, internal limit system and internal risk 
reporting. Chapter 3 contains the core information of the report: the Banks's capital adequacy 
and risk-weighted assets (RWA) break-down. The subsequent chapters cover respectively 
credit, market, operational and interest rate risk on positions not included in the trading book. 
Chapter 8 summarizes data about the amount of unencumbered assets of the bank and 
Chapter 9 and 10 provide information on the measurement of liquidity risk and leverage at the 
Bank, respectively. 
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2. General Risk Management Framework 

2.1. Risk management objectives and policies 

Taking into account the requirements of the Risk Management Circular, the Bank applies a 
`three lines of defence' model in order to implement risk management across various 
departments and divisions. The three lines of defence model distinguish among three groups 
(or lines) involved in effective risk management: 

■ functions that take or acquire risks under a predefined policy and limits and carry out 
operational controls (referred to herein as risk owners or fast line of defence); 

■ support functions, including the financial and accounting function, the IT function, and 
the compliance and risk control functions, that contribute to the independent risk control; 

the internal audit function that provides independent, objective and critical review of the 
first two lines. 

Board of of—t— 

(Lulu [Lomp nylwlt. 
aepara 	elnteraal 

Autlit) 

First operational controls are carried out by the risk owners as the first line of defence. The 
risk control and compliance oversight functions established by the General Directorate are the 
second line with the internal audit - with its independent review — as the thud line of defence. 
In the three-line concept the Board of Directors and the General Directorate are the 
stakeholders which are responsible to ensure that the risk management model is reflected in 
the organization's processes. In doing so, the following elements of the model have to be 
implemented in the Bank: 

■ internal control system has to be structured in accordance with the three-line of defence 
model; 

■ each line of defence has to be supported by clear appropriate policies and definitions of 
their roles and responsibilities; 
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■ there shall be proper coordination and communication among the separate lines of defence 
to foster efficiency and effectiveness and to  minimize  the duplication of efforts; 

■ lines of defence should not be combined or coordinated in a manner that compromises 
their effectiveness and the application of the segregation of duties principle." 

As a distinguished part of its Pillar II risk management framework, GBP established an 
Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process CICAAP'). The ICAAP includes the following 
components: a risk appetite statement, a risk identification process, economic capital allocation, 
internal limit system and internal risk reporting. 

The ICAAP is adequately documented in the bank's internal policy document "Own Funds 
and Liquidity Policy". The ICAAP is a system allowing the Bank to assess and maintain, on an 
ongoing basis, the amounts, types and distribution of internal capital that it considers adequate 
to cover the nature and level of risks to which it is or might be exposed. The Bank's ICAAP is 
designed in accordance with the requirements set out in the CSSF Circular Letters 06/273, 
07/301 and 09/403. The following general principles apply to the Bank's ICAAP: 

• The ICAAP is essentially an internal process adapted to the Bank's organisation and its 
specific operational needs 

• The ICAAP is integrated to the Bank's decision and management processes 

• The ICAAP fully reflects all the risks (including liquidity risk) to which the Bank is or could 
be exposed (current and forward looking ICAAP) 

• The ICAAP ensures that the Bank maintains, on an ongoing basis, an 
amount/type/distribution of internal capital appropriate in relation to risks incurred; 

• The ICAAP strategy (general principles and objectives regarding risk taking and internal 
capital management), methodology, internal processes as well as results and related 
decisions are duly documented; 

■ The Risk Management & Risk Control Department (the "Risk Management & Risk 
Control Department") assesses and monitors the state of risks to which the Bank is 
exposed. The Risk Management & Risk Control Department includes this aspect in its 
annual summary report to be provided to the CSSF. It assists the General Directorate in 
the ICAAP process by providing to the latter its own conclusions and recommendations 
on the risk assessment pursuant to the ICAAP 

The Existence of ICAAP is subject to a periodic review at least once a year to be performed by 
the internal audit ("Internal Audit") and compliance department (the "Compliance 
Department"). 

Capital Adequacy Assessment Process is closely linked to the strategy of the bank for the 
further development and is based on the budgeting process of the Bank. The ICAAP is 
integrated in the Bank's decision and management process and reflects all the risks to which 
the Bank is or could be exposed. The ICAAP is subject to a periodic review in order to ensure 
that: 
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— The coverage of risks remains comprehensive and adapted to the scale, diversity & 

complexity of Bank's activities. 

— 

	

	And that the amount and the distribution of internal capital are appropriate in relation to 

the business activities and risks incurred. 

At least once a year, as well as following any significant change in the risk profile or business 
plan, the General Directorate prepares a report (the "ICAAP Report") on: 

■ The adequacy of the ICAAP to the Bank's needs and organisation; 

• The Bank's current and expected future risk profile and the adequacy of the risk 
management policy established by the General Directorate; 

• The internal capital planning and adequacy, as well as the adequacy of this Policy; 

■ The impact of the internal capital management on prudential own funds adequacy. 

The ICAAP Report is preps-red by the General Directorate in cooperation with the Risk 
Management & Risk Control Department. The Risk Management & Risk Control Department 
prepares in particular the risk descriptions and analyses contained in the ICAAP Report and, 
where applicable, it makes necessary recommendations. If the Risk Management & Risk 
Control Department does not share the aforementioned descriptions and analyses of the 
ICAAP Report, it shall explicitly mention it in its annual summary report in which it includes 
its own assessments. The Board of Directors validates the ICAAP Report. 

An integral part of GBP's ICAAP is the risk identification and assessment process. The 
business activities of the Bank are inevitably linked to the acceptance of risks. The business 
policy of the Bank is conservative in its orientation. Subsequently, the Bank main principle is 
to manage risks responsible The formulated risk strategy is thus aligned with the business 
strategy, and reviewed at least once a year. The risk strategy consist of risk policy principles, the 
organisation of risk management, the overall risk profile of the bank and the risks sub-
strategies regarding the main Bank-specific risk types as specified below. As of 31.12.2017 the 
Bank has identified the following categories of risks- 
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nusinessrisks 	1 I • Primaryrlsks 	 Consequentrlsks 

❑ Strategic risk 	 ❑ Credit risk 

❑ Commercial risk 	 • Financials 

❑ Economic risk 	 • Concentration Risk 

• Non-Financials 

O Country risk 
• Systemic risk events 
• Transferrisk 

❑ Marketrlsk 

• Interest 

• Currency 

• Commodities 

❑ Concentration risk 

❑ Liquidity/ funding risk 

0 Operational risk 
• Internal processes 
• People(incl. Fraud) 
• Systems 
• Externalevents 
• Legal 
• Compliance 
• Tax 

❑ Reputation risk 

Operat ng Responsibility of the Board of Directors 

To evaluate the risk strategy of the Bank, the Risk Management function of the Bank is 
presenting to the Board of Directors on an annual basis its Risk Assessment which takes into 
account all risks the Bank is exposed or might be exposed to. The annual risk assessment takes 
into account the current risk positioning of the Bank, in comparison with the previous year 
and has also a forward looking element. 

Risk Appetite 

The Risk appetite expresses the maximum level of risks the Bank is prepared to accept to reach 
its business and strategic objectives. The main element of the Risk appetite framework is the 
strategic business plan of the bank, which consist of a medium term business plan and the 
annual business plan. The financial and regulatory rations applying to the annual business plan 
are constantly reported and approved by the Board of Directors. 

The medium term business plan defines in detail the planned business volumes, the 
transformation of the business volumes into risk-weighted —assets and the required capital in 
relation to the eligible capital of the bank. The resulting capital ratios are constantly monitored 
and a stress testing is performed to demonstrate that the total eligible capital is sufficient to 
cover the required capital even under stress. 

The Bank is also planning in detail its funding base and the structure of the required funding to 
comply with the LCR and NSFR ratio. Additional planning is exercised for the required 
derivate volumes which are required for Asset —Liability-Management and the transformation 
into required capital. In addition the Bank is planning in detail income and expenses and is 
using a funding cost structure to derive the net interest margin as a key component of the 
profit and loss calculate pre-provisions. 

For the calculation of the collective impairment on risk weighted assets, the Bank has used a , 
PD and LGD system based on a rating allowing a more precise calculation of the provisions. 
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As a further instrument to develop and control the risk appetite framework the Bank has 
developed a set of key risk indicators and key performance indicators. The key risks and 
performance indicators are meant to provide an early warning system for the Bank on a 
monthly basis. The indicators are measured against internal benchmarks and trigger events and 
demonstrate the development of the indicators over time. The trigger events are annually 
reviewed by Risk Management, which is also responsible for the issuance of the report. The 
key risks and performance report is presented and discussed with the Board of Directors in 
every board meeting. 

Management believes that the risk management system in place and the risk profile associated 
with the business strategy of the Bank are adequate. 

The following responsibilities are identified: 

Board ofDirectors 

The Board of Directors is responsible for: 

■ Setting the risk strategy, the risk capacity and the risk appetite 

• Approval of internal risk limits 

Approving on an annual basis the risk and capital management processes of the Bank 

General Directorate 

The General Directorate is responsible for: 

■ Implementing the GBPL management strategy , by setting a management structure, 

internal controls, organizations and systems 

• Overseeing and managing the risk profile and capital management of GPBL 

• Approving standards, concepts and methodologies for controlling risks and managing 

capital within the principles approved by the Board of Directors 

Approving the Risk Guidelines (Risk Charter) and the Own Funds & Liquidity policy 

Communicating the Risk Guidelines & Own Funds & Liquidity Policy within the Bank 

■ Periodically reviewing the Adequacy and implementation of the Risk Policy and Capital 

Policy as well as underlying processes & controls 

Reporting to the Board of Directors on the adequacy of the risk and capital management 

framework 

Risk management & Risk Control 

Risk Management & Risk control, which is a function independent from business lines, is 
responsible for: 

The development, implementation and monitoring of Bank's risk control principles, 

frameworks, limits and processes 
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The coordination and compilation of the key risk reports 

Acting as a single point of entry for any new initiatives (new products / new business lines) 

■ Compilation and reviewing of the ICAAP documentation 

• The review of the risk appetite and the assessment of stress scenarios together with 

respective departments 

• Ensuring that a formal update of the reviewed ICAAP with the subsequent ICAAP report 

occurs on an annual basis at the beginning of each calendar year prior to the first Board of 

Directors Meeting. The formal update shall be performed in Risk Management & Risk 

Control Department, shall be supported by the Accounting Department and by the 

Compliance department; the subsequent approval shall be provided by General directorate 

before being submitted to the Board of Directors. 

■ Management of the Bank also ensures that the Risk Management & Risk Control function 

remains proportionate to the scale diversity and complexity of the activities of the Bank 

and the organization and has in its disposal the tools and resources in order to perform its 

duties in an effective and efficient manner 

Periodical reporting 

General Directorate implemented periodical monitoring and reporting structures in order to 
assure the compliance of the Bank with the above defined policies and directives: 

Daily monitoring: 

• Daily Credit Limits (regulatory) 

• Daily Credit Limits (non-regulatory) 

• Daily Securities Limit 

• Daily FX Limit 

• Daily Interest Rate Risk 

• Daily P&L 

• Daily Cash Position 

• Daily Liquidity report and LCR control 

• Daily Portfolio lunits/utilization report 

• Daily Margin calls calculation 

• Daily FX-Position calculation 

Weekly monitoring: 

• Monitoring of CLD's 

Monthly monitoring: 

• Monthly Country Risk Reporting 
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• Monthly Key Risk Indicators report 

• Monthly Report Operations & IT 

Quarterly Reports: 

• Report on Audit Findings & Recommendations 

Semi Annual Reports: 

• Interest Rate Risk Report (regulatory) 

Annually monitoring: 

• Annual Risk Assessment 

• Annual Summary of the Risk Control Function 

• Annual ICAAP Report 

• Recovery Plan 

• Supporting Short Term and Long Term Report 

Disclosure report presented in accordance with applicable CSSF regulation 

compliance 

The Compliance Function is in charge with the management and mitigation of the compliance 
risks, and provides support to the Risk Function in the global risk assessment of the institution. 

Compliance function reviews the ICAAP Report before it being presented to the General 
Directorate and to the Board of Directors and ensures that the ICAAP Process is operated 

effectively. 

Business Lines 

The heads of business departments are responsible for the identification, management & 
monitoring of the arising risks in their dedicated business areas. Even if the function could not 
always be properly segregated, it shall be clearly specialized and assigned. 

Accounting department 

Accounting is responsible for the monitoring of  minimum  capital requirements and capital 

adequacy ratio. Accounting regularly assesses the necessary level of capital, monitors that the 
regulatory minimum levels are fulfilled at all time and regularly reports the capital situation to 
other departments and to General Directorate. 
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2.2. Governance 

The composition of the Board of Directors and General Directorate can be found on the 
Bank's website. Ibis. Thomas Kiefer is also a director of GPB Asset Management S.A. 

Selection criteria 

The policy on "Appointment of Specific Functions and assessment of suitability of members 
of Management Body and Key Functions Holders" regulates the appointment of specific 
function holders and the assessment of the suitability of members of the Management Body 
and Key Function Holders. It defines the fundamental principles of the Bank for the 
appointment and succession of Key Function Holders. It also requires the yearly evaluation of 
all relevant persons, in order to ensure that the Bank is staffed with knowledgeable and 
experienced personnel. 

2.3. 	Use of stress tests 

In February 2008, the CSSF issued the Circular 08/338 requiting that banks stress their non-
trading book activities to interest-rate risk. Stress tests are used to analyse the impact of 
catastrophic events on the capital of the Bank over a time horizon of one year. The objective 
of this assessment is to ensure that the Bank's risk mitigation controls, capital and the capital 
contingency plan can withstand the consequences of a high-impact low-likelihood event. 

Within the ICAAP process and in line with the Bank's stress testing programme, three stress 
tests have been performed in relation to the risk categories the Bank regards as the most 
relevant based on its current and envisaged business model. The first two stress tests relate to 
capital, whereas the third stress test related to liquidity, admitting that capital is not always the 
best way to cope with liquidity shortages. 

The CSSF proposes in its Circular 08/338 to have a scenario of a shift of the interest yield 
curve of 200 bps. Due to the fact, that the market risk is very low, because GPBL is not 
engaged in trading activities for its own account and because the Bank has no significant 
positions in derivatives, the Bank considers the proposed scenario by CSSF as adequate for the 
Bank. The stress test is performed on all interest rate risk positions. A regulatory market risk 
reporting is sent to CSSF on a semi-annual basis. The effects on the capital are as 
follows: -3.024 TEUR in case of the increase of interest yield curve (+200 bps) and 3.198 
TEUR in case of decrease of interest rate curve (-200 bps). 

The Bank pursues a conservative approach performs the Pillarl Plus approach by adding the 
stressed capital impact in full to the Pillar II capital requirements, without deducting Pillar I 
capital requirements for the respective exposures/situations. 
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2.4. 	Remuneration policy 

Proportional Application 

Based on the internal assessment preceding the elaboration and adoption of the Remuneration 
Policy, given the size of GPBL, its internal organisation, the nature and the scope of its 
activities, the low level of risk profile and risk appetite of the Bank, GPBL intends to rely on a 
proportional application of the applicable regulatory requirements at the level of the institution. 

Based on the proportionality principle and in light of the regulatory guidance provided, GPBL 
is thus not required to set up a remuneration committee and the Policy will not further provide 
for requirements as regards the pay-out process of Variable Remuneration of Material Risk 
Takers in relation to Variable Remuneration in non-cash instruments, retention and deferral 
not as regards ex post incorporation of risk for Variable Remuneration. 

Remuneration of the staff and the management 

Remuneration of Staff shall be in line with the conservative business strategy and the long-
term interests and the underlying values of wealth preservation and sustainable growth. 

GPBL's overall remuneration structure therefore emphasises paying Fixed Remuneration 
determined on an annual basis. In addition, GPBL may grant on a purely discretionary basis, 
an amount of Variable Remuneration to be paid at the end of the year to each member of Staff 
in relation to his or her professional activity for GPBL and taking into account a performance 
assessment as set out below. 

Fixed Remuneration shall be the major part of Total Annual Remuneration and sufficient not 
to create any kind of dependency of Staff on Variable Remuneration. Variable Remuneration 
must not limit GPBL's ability to sustainably maintain or recover an appropriate capital base. 

Guaranteed Variable Remuneration shall be exceptional, may only be allowed in connection 
with the hiring of Staff and shall be limited to a maximum period of one year. Furthermore, 
there shall be no contractual severance entitlements which do not reflect actual performance 
achieved by the relevant Staff before leaving GPBL. 

Fixed remuneration 

Base salary 

The base salary is a fixed amount of cash paid through monthly payments for each of the 
twelve months of the relevant calendar year or for the corresponding number of months if 
employment of the relevant member of Staff started or ceased during the relevant calendar 

year. 

The base salary reflects each individual Staff member's particular set of skills, function and 
experience. The base salary is reviewed annually comparing it with internal and external 
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benchmarks so as to ensure that it is in line with the market and industry standards and 
practices. 

Specific adjustments may be made to the base salary during a business year in case of a change 
of function, promotion or the granting of additional responsibilities. 

The individual base salary paid will be in line with the requirements of the classification as per 
the official convention (Convention Collective Bancaire, "CCB") for the Staff covered by such 
convention. For the Staff not covered by such convention, the base salary will be determined 
by the Management or the Board, depending on the case. 

Contractually agreed benefits 

In specific cases, GPBL may offer benefits to Staff to be hired or relocated. Such benefits may 
take the form of relocation allowances as well as health insurance, housing, education 
allowances for children of Staff members, defrayal of transport, or a company car. 

Such benefits are granted as an individually determined package. 

Variable Remuneration 

Variable Remuneration shall take the forth of a cash bonus and shall be paid out in the 
following calendar year. GPBL does not reward its staff individually with Variable 
Remuneration based on individual financial performance, profitability, not any other forms 
that may encourage risk-taking behaviour. 

The possible individual bonus is based on an annual assessment of performance for each Staff 
member, determined in light of the perception of the efforts it has put in discharging of 
his/her responsibilities, the dedication to the fulfilment of the business strategy at the level of 
his/her responsibilities and success in carrying out specific assignments in the course of the 

year. 

In case of a positive assessment, an individual bonus may, on a discretionary basis, be 
proposed by the Management to the members of the Board. This additional payment is not a 
contractual right. The gross amount allocated to each individual Staff member may represent 
between 0 % and 150 % of its Fixed Remuneration. 

Remuneration of the members of the Board 

The members of the Board receive in this capacity Remuneration determined by the 
Shareholder, excluding any form of Variable Remuneration, so as to preserve their 
independence of judgement. This Remuneration takes the form of an annual base fee. 

Identification and Remuneration of the material risk takers 

Based on the internal assessment preceding the elaboration and adoption of the Policy, GPBL 
has concluded that only the Management makes decisions regarding the investments and 
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Senior Management and 

Management 

For the year 2017 

EUR thousand . 

Members (average headcount) 14 employees 

 

Total fixed remuneration (in TEUR) 

of which: fixed in cash 

Total variable remuneration (in TEUR) 

4 154 669 EUR 

3 675 309 EUR 

1 640 900 EUR 

ion regarding the amount of total variable remuneration `. 

Article 450 h(iii) CRR — total amount of outstanding deferred 
variable remuneration awarded in previous periods and not 
in year 2015 (in TEUR) NA 

Number of beneficiaries of guaranteed variable remuneration 
(new sign-on payments) 

Total amount of guaranteed variable remuneration (new 
sign-on payments) (in TEUR) NA 

Number of beneficiaries of severance payments 

Total amount of severance payments paid in year 2016 (in 
EUR) 

Article 450 h(vi) — Highest severance payment to a single 
person (in EUR) 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Additional infot 
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acceptable risk structure of the balance sheet of GPBL. The activity of the Management may 
thus in practice have a material impact on GPBL's risk profile. Consequently, the members of 
the Management have been considered as Material Risk Takers for the purposes of the Policy. 

Quantitative information (on accrual basis) 
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The amounts of remuneration for the financial year and the number of beneficiaries are also 
disclosed in Note 29 b of the Annual Accounts 

The Board of Directors met four times in 2017. The remuneration has been discussed when 
required. 

2.5. 	Scope of application 

The Bank holds no participating interest and is not obliged to establish consolidated accounts. 

3. Regulatory Capital 

3.1. Own funds 

In accordance with its obligations under the European Directive on Capital Adequacy, the 
Bank is required to maintain sufficient own funds to cover the risks as it is or could be exposed 
to while ensuring compliance with its commitments and continuity of its services. The own 
funds of GPBL are based on the recent figures and are composed of the Tier 1 capital only, 
which consists of Eligible Capital. GPBL does not hold any Tier 2 capital as per 31 December 
2017. Sole shareholder of the Bank is Ga2prombank QSC) 

The Bank's general management of own funds and liquidity is governed by the "Own Funds 
and Liquidity Policy" document. 

The following table shows the composition of own funds and required funds as per year-end 
2017 in comparison to year-end 2016. 

EUR million 31.12.2017 31.12.2016 

Paid up capital 130,0 130,0 

Reserves (13,0) (13,7) 

Intangible assets (1,6) (1,0) 

Net profit / loss of the current year 10,2 0,7 

Total own funds 125,6 116,0 
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3.2. 	Capital requirements 

The total risk exposure amounts and Pillar I capital requirements by risk category as per 31 
December 2017, compared to the year before, are given in the following table: 

EUR million 

Credit risk 

31 December 2017 

Risk exposure 	Capital 
amount 	requirement 

738.9 	 85.0 

31 December 2016 

Risk exposure 	Capital 
amount 	requirement 

373.7 	 29.9 

Market risk _ _ _ _ 

Operational risk 29.8 4.5 12.3 1.0 

Credit valuation 
adjustment 

2,4 2,4 0.5 0.04 

Total Pillar 1 771.1 91.9 386.5 30.9 

In December 2017 the CSSP increased the requirement for the TSCR from 8% to 9% bringing 
the  minimum  regulatory capital requirement to 11,5 % for Bank GPB International S.A.. 

Putting the total Pillar I risk exposure amount in relation to the Bank's own funds as per 31 
December 2017, the Bank has a CET1 ratio of 16,19 % which is well above the regulatory 
minimum  115% 

Combining Pillar I and Pillar II capital planning, the Bank's total internal capital requirements 
as per 31 December 2017are as follows: 

~1U 

 

Pillar I capital requirement 91.9 

- of which credi 85.0 

of which market risk 

of which operational risk 4,5 

- of which credit valuation adjustment 2.4 

Pillar ll capital requirement 28.9 

- of which 200bp interest rate stress test  3.0 

- of which credit risk stress test 25.6 

- of which business risk stress test  0.3 
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~ Total internal capital requirement 
	

120.81 

Relating this to the Bank's available own funds, the following picture emerges: 

Available capital 
05 -580 . 

Total own funds 125,6 
Required capital 
Pillar I 91.9 
Pillar II 28.9 
Excess capital 4.8 

Hence the Bank is sufficiently capitalised to cope with the material sources of risk it faces, both 
in a business as usual as well as in a severe stress situation. Even when deducting the capital 
impact of the stress events from the available own funds, the (stressed) CET1 ratio remains 
well above the regulatory minimum of 11.5% and amounts to an excess capital of FUR 4,8 

4. Credit risk 

Credit risk arises from all transactions that create actual, contingent or potential claims against 
counterpatties. The credit risk is the most important risk for the Bank and is divided into the 
three categories of default risk, country risk and settlement risk. The default risk is the risk that 
countetparties may fail to meet their contractual payment obligations, whereas country risk 
defines the risk that a loss may arise for the following reasons in any country: deterioration of 
economic situation, nationalisation and expropriation of assets, foreign exchange controls as 
well as transfer risk. The settlement risk is the risk that the settlement or clearing of 
transactions in form of exchange of cash, securities or other assets may fail. 

The main business of the Bank dealing with counterparty risk is the lending business. The 
authorisation of loans is governed by detailed guidelines and directives stating the condition, 
including comprehensive credit analyses, for any loan to be made. These directives and 
guidelines also cover the monitoring of outstanding loans. The Bank is using a rating system 
and classifies all loan transactions into six categories. For third party banks and to assess the 
Issuer risk, the Bank is applying the ratings issued by internationally recognised rating agencies. 
The Board of Directors receives a regular overview of the ratings of all counterparties. The 
Bank also uses a system of country limits that are regularly set and monitored by the Board of 
Directors. To limit credit risks in respect of loans, the Bank has defined lending norms in its 
business regulations. The granting of loans is covered by authorisation regulations. These cover 
the credit items, which are allocated to four credit categories, and also govern the limit 
amounts. 
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The control measures implemented by the Bank, in order to monitor and limit the 
counteiparty and credit risk, focus on analysis of the financial standing and reputation of the 
borrowers, the existence and sufficiency of collateral pledged as security for loan facilities, and 
periodic reviews of the creditworthiness of borrowers. 

Wrong-way risk 

Wrong-way risk is defined as the risk that occurs when "exposure to acounterparty is adversely 
correlated with the credit quality of that counterparty". 

The Bank uses FX Swaps to manage the FX position. A potential correlation between the 
underlying of the derivatives and the debtor is considered low. 

4.1. 	Exposure to credit and counterparty risk 

Loans and deposits to credit institutions 

Loans and deposits (including Nostro) to credit institutions are analysed by rating risk 
concentration as follows: 

Cash on hand 

Nostro accounts with BCL 

Nostro accounts with other banks 

- rated AAA 

- rated AA- to AA+ 

- rated A- to A+ 

- rated BBB- to BBB+ 

- rated Hront BB- to BB+ 

- rated below B+ 

- not rated 

Total nostro accounts with other banks 

31.12.2017 
EUR'000 

31.12.2016 
EUR'000 

- 

696,970 257,780 

- 

11,298 628 

846 145 

22,527 8,000 

376,717 159,330 

1,108,358 425.883 
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Loans and advances to customers 

Loans and advances to customers are analysed as follows: 

31.12.2017 
EUR'000 

31.12.2016 
EUR'000 

Loans to corporate customers 

Direct loans 225,989 101,924 

Loans participated by the Bank 8,588 9,489 

Mortgage loans 25,039 - 

Total loans to corporate customers 259,616 111,413 

Loans to private customers 

Loans to private customers 17 16 

Other 

Total loans to retail customers 17 16 

Total loans to customers 259,633 111,429 

Impairment allowance (905) (1,180) 

Net loans to customers 258,728 110,249 

Bonds invested in Held-to-maturity 

Held-to-maturity investments are analysed by rating risk concentration as follows: 

	

31.12.2017 	 31.12.2016 

	

EUR'000 	 EUR'000 

Corporate bonds 

rated from BBB- to BBB+ 	 118,278 	 81,143 

rated from BB- to BB+ 	 76,887 	 67,646 

rated below B+ 	 - 

not rated 

Total corporate bonds 	 195,165 	 148,789 

Impairment allowance 	 (583) 	 (560) 

Total net corporate bonds 	 194.582 	 148,229 
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31.12.2017 	 31.12.2016 

	

EUR'000 	 EUR'000 

Impairment allowance 

Total net promissory notes 

(583) 	 (560) 

   

    

194,582 	 148,229 

The Bank uses the Mark-to-Market method for measuring exposure value. 

The credit exposure and the corresponding counterparty risk of the Bank towards customers 
was EUR 259.6 million (2016: 111.4 million), of which EUR 93 7 million with a lifetime over 
one year to five years and EUR 79.4 million over five years. For all loans and advances to 
customers the Bank applies a risk weighting of 100%. 

The loans and advances to credit institutions amounted to EUR 411 million 
(2016: 168 million) with a lifetime of less than three month. The Bank applies a rating based 
approach for calculating the risk weighting of its exposure towards its banking counterparties. 
The bank also applies strict quality criteria for accepting banks as counterparty risk. 

For all accepted banking counterparties, the Bank has a limit system in place which takes 
individual exposures for different form of countetparty risk into account as well as an overall 
limit on a counterpatty or a counterparty group. The limit system is at least once a year 
reviewed and approved by the Board of Directors. 

In 2017 the Bank kept bonds for FUR 369.3 million (2016: 293 8 million) Bonds and other 
fixed-income transferable securities. The Bank acquired these securities as underlying in 
conjunction with performance linked deposits (EUR 174,1 million) and to build up an own 
securities portfolio (EUR 195.2 million). The credit risk, as well as the market risks, related to 
these securities, was entirely transferred to holders of corresponding deposits. The Bank 
applies equally strict rules when dealing with the risk of default or decline of creditworthiness 
of issuers of securities bought by the Bank for its own portfolio. 

The gross positive fair value of contracts, collateral amount and net risk exposure are disclosed 
in the Annual Accounts. The Bank had no netting benefit, netted current credit exposure and 
net derivative credit exposure as at the reporting date. The distribution of exposures by 
counterparty type, broken down by exposure classes, is also disclosed in the Annual Accounts. 

The total amount of exposures after accounting offsets and without taking into account the 
effects of credit risk mitigation and the residual maturity breakdown of all the exposures, 
broken down by exposure classes are disclosed in the Annual Accounts. 
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Required funds for credit risk as per 31.12.2017 

EUR million 

Central Governments or 
Central Banks 

Risk-weighted exposure 

31.12.2017 

amount 

31.12.2016 

Institutions 104,9 82,1 

Corporates' 633.9 291,6 

Retail 0,1 0,07 

Other items 
Total credit risk 738,9 373,7 

Credit valuation adjustment 2,5 0,5 

The control measures implemented by the Bank, in order to monitor and limit credit risk, 
focus on analysis of the financial standing and reputation of the borrowers, the existence and 
sufficiency of collateral pledged as security for loan facilities, and periodic reviews of the 
creditworthiness of borrowers. 

The Credit Committee of the Bank consists of four members of the Board of Directors of 
Bank GPB International S.A. and met four times in 2017. In addition credit decisions are also 
taken by circular resolutions of the Credit Committee. 

Based on the methods, how credit risk is managed at C>PBL, for the time being it has been 
decided not to develop any specific internal methodology for the allocation of capital to credit 
risk. Thus, the Bank has conservatively decided to use the result of the Standardized Approach 
for its quantification of the credit risk. The standardized risk approach increases the risk 
sensitivity of the capital framework by recognizing that different counterparties within the 
same loan category present different risks to the lending institution. Thus, instead of placing all 
commercial loans in the 100% risk weighting basket, the standardized approach takes into 
account the credit rating of the borrower and additional risk mitigating collaterals. 

The Bank considers only risk mitigations as defined under CRR. For the counterparty risk 
related to banks, GPBL takes external ratings into account. The Bank is also using netting 
agreements to mitigate credit risks. GPBL has legally enforceable netting agreements for on 
balance sheet exposures (loans and deposits) and off-balance sheet exposures (derivatives) for 
which the Bank may calculate capital requirements on the basis of net credit exposures, subject 
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to specific regulatory conditions. The Bank monitors encumbered assets, which consist of 
assets pledged as collateral against an existing liability and other assets which are otherwise 
explicitly restricted such that they cannot be used to secure funding. 

The establishment of loan allowances requires objective evidence of impairment and a reliable 
estimation about the future cash flows of the financial asset(s) concerned, In addition a formal 
decision needs to be taken by the respective Business owner and the Risk Control department 
and approved by the competence owner. During 2017 no specific loan allowances have been 
established. Instead a general collective impairment has been deducted The Bank has defined 
and described in its directives the notion of forbearance. The granting of a forbearance 
measure could constitute an impairment trigger, meaning that the loan would be assessed for 
impairment. 

Loans are non-performing (past due) if at least one of the following payments has not been 
fully executed or re-negotiated more than 90 days after due date: 

• Interest payments; 

• Commission payments; 

• Amortizations (partial principle repayments or full principal repayment). 

If the payments for interest, commissions and/or administration are overdue, the face value of 
the loan is also to be considered as non-performing. Loans to the borrowers in liquidation are 
always considered non-performing. Loans with special conditions based on the (lack of) 
creditworthiness (e.g. material reductions in interest rates with interest being below the banks 
refinancing cost) are also considered non-performing. 

Non-performing loans are to be considered on an individual basis. Interests and commissions 
for irrecoverable loans are stopped being accrued. 

The main indicators of an impaired loan are: 

• Considerable financial difficulties of the borrower; 

• Effectively occurred breach of the contract (e.g. failure or delay of interest or face value 
settlement); 

• Loan conditions to the favor of the client in connection with his financial difficulties that 
would not be granted under normal circumstances; 

• High probability of bankruptcy or need for restructuring of the borrower; 

• Recording of value adjustments with profit and loss impact for the particular assets in a 
prior reporting period; 

• Disappearance of an active market for the particular financial asset based on financial 
difficulties; 

• Prior experiences in connection with debt collection which lead to a conclusion that the 
total face values of the loan will not be collectible; 
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• Foreign currency restrictions imposed by the national authorities of the country of the 
borrower in case where loans are denominated in currencies other than the local currency 
of the borrower. 

Loans are classified as impaired if the borrower will unlikely be able to fulfill his obligations. 
Individual loan loss provision should be created for the supposable unrecovered part of loan as 
well as for the outstanding interests. 

The existing individual loan provisions are to reassess at each reporting date, based on the 
annual review of the impaired loans. The recovery amount of the loan and the corresponding 
loan loss provision are to be adjusted in connection with possible collateral at the liquidation 
value and with consideration to the credit standing of the debtor. Should any circumstances 
indicate that the recovery amount of the loan changes significantly, the provision should be 
reassessed immediately. 

If no uncertainty remains about the timing and amount of the outstanding loan recoverability, 
the provision shall be: 

• Released in case of the repayment; 

• Written off in case of the certainty that no repayment will occur. 

The Bank recognizes the impairment of assets hold to maturity in the investment portfolio on 
an individual basis, if there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more 
events occurring after initial recognition. The need for impairment is analyzed based on an 
impairment test. 

The approaches and methods of credit risk adjustments are also described in the Annual 
Accounts. 

The tables below analyse the level of primary financial instruments of the Bank with respect to 
their remaining maturities. Financial instruments excluded from the trading portfolio are 
disclosed at the carrying amount. 

The distribution of the exposures by industry or counterparty type is provided in the Annual 
Accounts 
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Financial assets and liabilities shown at face value (in EUR'000) as per 31. 12.2017 

Balances with central banks 

Loans and advances to credit institutions 

less than 
3 months 

> 3 months to 
1 year 

> 1 year to 
5 years 

more than 
no maturity 

5 years Total 

696,970 

411,388 

696,970 

411,388 

Loans and advances to customers 54,551 20,201 93,738 79,365 247,855 

Bonds and other fixed-income transferable securities 42,974 30,685 231,223 44,724 349,606 

Total financial assets 1,205,883 50,886 324,961 124,089 1,705,819 

Amounts owed to credit institutions 142,190 26,682 168,872 

Amounts owed to customers 1,147,422 63,414 169,391 38,406 1,418,633 

Total financial liabilities 1,289,612 90,096 169,391 38,406 1,587,505 

Total -83,729 -39,210 155,570 85,683 118,314 
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Cmm r~ Risk 31.12.201? 

Country 

31 December 2017 

Austria 

Total Limit 

EUR million 

100.0 

Total 
Utilisation 

1'999.893 

44.9 

thereof open 

committed lines/ 
Guarantees 

67.538 

15.4 

thereof with risk 
mitigation 

374.562 

- 

Belgium 200.0 0.0 - - 

Cyprus 100.0 48.1 27.0 4.4 

Ecuador 12.0 2.8 - - 

Estonia 20.0 1.8 - - 

France 200.0 45.0 - - 

Guernsey 350.0 8.3 - - 

Germany 500.0 14.7 - - 

Ireland 300.0 214.0 - 90.1 

Kazakhstan 20.0 2.7 - 2.7 

Luxembourg Free Limit 805.4 - 63.0 

Netherlands 200.0 47.1 15.2 1.8 
Russian Federation 585.0 252.2 - - 

Switzerland 400.0 237.4 10.0 - 

United Kingdom 200.0 52.1 - 4.1 

United States 50.0 14.9 - - 

Uzbekistan 235.0 208.5 - 208.5 
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Country Risk Framework 

Credit 
	

Fitch's 	 Moody's 	S&P 	 Risk taking capacity 
Quality 
	assessments 	assessments assessments 

Step 

capital 

BB+ to BB- 	Bat to Ba3 	BB+ to BB- 	 times 	regulatory 
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4.2. Use of ECAls 

The institute employs ratings of the following three international rating agencies: Standard & 
Poors, Moody, Pitch. The institution applies ratings for credit institutions, central banks and 
corporates for internal credit and risk management purposes. 

The following table shows the credit quality steps for the exposure value and the fully adjusted 
exposure value after CRM: 

Central Governments or 

Central Banks 
1 697.0 697.0 

Institutions 2-3 41.5 41.5 

4 193.1 193.1 

Total institutions 234.6 234.6 

Corporates Other 1,204.9 843.3 

Others Other 25.1 25.1 

Total 2,161.7 1,800.1 

5. Market risk 

The bank has a limited interest risk exposure which is thoroughly controlled.. The interest rate 
risk is managed by VaR, interest rate gaps limit and sensitivity incl. development of stress 
scenarios. 

The Bank has limited exposure to FX risks managed and monitored through maximum 
possible internal FX-limits. The Bank did not enter into proprietary trading activities and did 
not acquire securities for an own investment portfolio. The securities bought in 2017 were 
either used as underlying assets linked to clients deposits or for the development of the HTIVI 
portfolio The credit risks as well as the market risks related to securities bought as underlying 
assets were entirely transferred to the holder of the corresponding deposits. The main task of 
the trading desk was to handle execution of client orders in accordance with the Bank's Order 
& Best Execution policy. 
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6. Operational risk 

Operational risk is the potential loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, 
people or systems, or from external causes, whether deliberate, accidental or natural. It 
includes risks related to legal, compliance and tax matters. 

The Bank has an "Operational Risk Policy" in place, which sets up the principles of the 
operational risk management in the Bank. 

To comply with applicable rules on outsourcing and the risk related to the outsourcing of 
clearly defined services the Bank has an "outsourcing policy" in place. 

Operational risk is measured using the Basic Indicator Approach (BIA). The calculation is 
based on the arithmetic average of the last three year's sum of revenues, multiplied by 15%. 
The calculation of the simple arithmetic average shall be based on the positive amounts. If, for 
any given reason, the sum of revenues is equal to zero or negative, this figure shall not be taken 
into account in the calculation of the average for the determination of the Basic indicator. The 
calculation performed by GPBL is based on financial figures from the financial regulatory 
reporting based on local regulatory reporting standards (FINREP). 

Required funds for operational risk as per 31.12.2017 

31.12.2017 

 

31.12.2016 

  

Operational Risk 
(basic indicator approach) 	

4465I250 ; 	984;953 

Mitigation of risk is performed through the set-up of an operational risk framework in order to 
ensure that all risks are properly managed and controlled. All identified risks are tracked and 
monitored in the Risk Inventory and reported via the Key Risk Indicators framework. 
Mitigation of operational risks is also achieved through: 

■ Segregation of duties and elimination of conflicts of interests 

• Adapting appropriate operations and administrative systems to the Bank's activities 

Maintaining an adequate internal control environment 

■ Maintaining an effective Compliance Function 

• Maintaining an effective Risk Management & Risk Control Function 

The separate reporting of compliance function as well as risk management function also form 
a part of operational risk management. 

Current status and outlook: 

With the increase of eligible capital in 2016, the Bank is increasing its activities in the business 
lines prescribed by the new business strategy. This leads to an increased operational risk in the 
business lines and the processing, booking, accounting and disclosure afterwards. Concerning 
operational risk the following topics have to be considered: 
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• The business strategy leads to the point that increasing business requirements have to be 
met. 

• The internal processes & controls of the Bank are designed and implemented. The 
efficiency / quality of the processes are in line with the increased quality of transactions / 
business activities. 

. In line with the business expansion the hiring of qualified required personnel and the 
adaption of the organizational structure is one of the top priorities of the Bank In order to 
mitigate the risk of external events, the Business Continuity Concept is implemented and was 
tested. 

The numerous audits / reviews that are performed by the internal / external audit functions as 
well as the necessity to comply with the Group requirements form an additional stimulation to 
the Bank to have a proper operational / organizational set up. 

To cope with the regulatory requirements and the above described growth in conjunction with 
the business strategy the implementation of an incident reporting framework has been 
implemented, indicating inter alia the number, the amounts and the types of incidents. This 
tool aims to control, measure and manage the risks resulting from the operational side of the 
business. 

For operational risk management and mitigation purposes a risk and control self-assessment 
framework had been set up together with remedial actions to take or being available. 

Mitigating measures 

As described above, management of operational risks will become more important, because of 
new products and businesses. The increasing complexity of products and processes will require 
additional staff with solid know how and experience in their functions; IT to be improved and 
additional functionalities are required to meet the business requirements; compliance, risk 
management and ICS need to be developed in parallel with business growth. 

The "Key Risk Indicator Report" is published monthly by Risk Management & Risk Control. 
Here the predefined and BoD-approved key risk indicators concerning operational risk of the 
Bank (internal) and operational risk group (internal & group) are shown for the last three 
months. 

Key factors impacting legal, compliance, and tax risk: 

The "Key Risk Indicator Report" as per 31 December 2017 shows a high number of clients 
within compliance risk category 3 and PEP clients which is closely related to the on boarding 
of private clients. This topic is mitigated by the clearly defined and implemented KYC 
requirements & compliance review procedures. 

The same report also shows a substantial number of alerts created in compliance filter related 
to payments; this fact is driven by the sanctions and embargos against some Russian 
companies, the Parent Bank and the Bank itself. 
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Although the number of overdue audit/regulatory recommendations has been triggered in the 
above mentioned report, they refer to minor issues to clarify, verify or finally approve the 
outstanding item. 

The Bank expects no tax issues in current as well as in future year due to the low complexity of 
the provided services and subsequent simplicity of the tax reporting 

7. F,xposure to interest rate risk on positions not included in 
the trading book 

As the considered funding source was mainly denominated in EUR while the most part of the 
budgeted loan portfolio and HTM portfolio was in USD, the Bank started to diversify its 
funding base and attracted a substantial volume of short term and term deposits in USD from 
corporate and private clients. The Bank also increased its Fx swap portfolio to match the 
currency structure of asset and liability sides of the balance sheet. This may result in increase of 
the overall exposure to both interest and liquidity risks. The Bank monitors and targets its 
balance sheet structure in a way optimizing its interest rate exposure as well as incorporate 
respective stress tests to assess respective impact on its financial result and capital base. 
Potential liquidity outflows resulting from exchange of variation margin on such FY swap 
transactions have been properly addressed in relevant limits applied to liquidity profile of the 
Bank under stress conditions. 

In order to meet the expected complexity of asset and liability structure as well as ensure 
compliance with applicable regulatory requirements the Bank introduced and further develops 
ALM Function. 

In the calculation of the Interest Rate Risk position, the Bank measures the interest rate gap as 
per the contractual maturity dates. The loan portfolio is taken into account into interest rate 
risk up to re-pricing date. The Bank does not take yet into account loan prepayments, which 
means that all loans are considered to mature as per the contractual date. On-call liquidity is 
considered to mature overnight. The Interest Rate Gap is measured at the beginning of each 
day for the end of previous business day. The interest rate risk is mainly constituted from the 
mismatch between on the liability side, the on-call liquidity, and on the asset side: the loan 
portfolio to corporates, the HTM portfolio composed of Russian euro-bonds (excluding the 
CLD linked bonds). 

To manage interest rate risk in an adequate manner the Bank started a new product process 
for Interest Rate Swaps. A number of ISDA's had been signed with international banks and 
limits are in place. 
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11.4 	 997.0 

 

    

Equity  Instruments 

   

   

Debt securities 
	

369.3 

Loans and advances other than loans on demand 

 

359.6 

Other assets 

 

14.4 

Collateral received by the reporting Institution 0.6 	 144.7 

Loans on demand  
Equity instruments 
Debt securities 

      

      

    

144.7 

       

Loans and advances other than loans on demand 
Othercollateral received 	 0.6 
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8. Unencumbered assets 

The figures shown in the tables below correspond to the 2017 median values. Tile table below 
shows the unencumbered and encumbered assets. 

EUF million 

	

Carrying amount 	Fair value of Carrying amount 	Fair value of 

	

of encumbered 	encumbered of unencumbered 	unencumbered 

	

assets 	assets 	 - assets 	 assets 

Assets of the reporting InWtutlen 
	

11.4 	 1740.3 

The table below shows the collateral received by the Bank related to the unencumbered and 
encumbered assets. 

EUR million 

  

Unencumbered 

 

     

     

Fair value of 
Fair value of collateral received 
encumbered 

or own debt 
collateral received  

securities issued 
or own debt  

available for 
securities issued 

encumbrance 

9. Liquidity risk 

Liquidity risk appetite of the Bank is defined at Board of Directors level and is developed in 
line with the Group liquidity requirements. It takes into account the Bank's valid business 
strategy and assumes the level of liquidity risk that the Bank is willing to take, with a view to 
ensure survival over a defined period of stress on a standalone basis. 
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The Bank develops and maintains sound frameworks, systems and processes to support the 
management of liquidity according to the liquidity risk appetite. All processes are specified with 
clearly delineated roles and responsibilities to ensure smooth implementation. 

The Bank measures liquidity risk based on analysis of its liquidity profile under potential stress-
scenarios. It regularly conducts liquidity stress test to understand the likely impact of potential 
developments in the Bank's business, and external market conditions on its liquidity profile, to 
assess whether current exposures still remain within the liquidity risk appetite. The outcomes 
of such analysis serve as an input to liquidity contingency planning. 

The Bank defines the following types of stress test scenarios: 

• BCBS-required tests where specifications are provided by BCBS recommendations and 
eventually by the local regulation; 

• ALM-defined stress tests agreed with Risk Management and Control and approved by 
ALCO; 

• Ad hoc stress tests at the discretion of ALM team, which includes sensitivity analyses and 
testing of potential new scenarios. 

The stress scenarios are approved and reviewed at least annually or more frequently when a 
situation requires so. Based on the outcomes of liquidity stress tests the Bank creates and 
maintains Liquidity Buffer to ensure that it can sustain stress events on a predetermined 
Survival Period and keeps applicable prudential liquidity ratios on acceptable level. 

The Liquidity Buffer is formed from highly liquid assets that are clearly segregated from all 
other assets and securities in terms of MIS accounting systems as well as liquidity 
representation and is split into three layers. The Bank regularly analyses assets kept in the 
Liquidity Buffer in terms of their potential refinancing under stress conditions as well as 
estimates amount of required Liquidity Buffer with available eligible assets. Respective 
corrective measures are made, when necessary. 

In order to manage its exposure to liquidity risk the Bank sets up a set of liquidity risk limits as 
well as EWIs ensuring compliance with applicable liquidity prudential limits. To ensure 
compliance with the LCR the Bank has implemented: 

• A "Daily ALM Report" containing inter alia a dynamic view of the LCR as well as 

• A "Treasury Scenario Daily LCR Impact Calculator" to be able to calculate the influence of 
relevant transactions on the LCR. 

The Bank develops and reviews a Liquidity contingency plan in order to define a set of 
measures and instruments that shall be applied to ensure its solvency under stress conditions. 
For this propose the Bank elaborates a system of EWIs, thresholds linking it to the overall 
level of liquidity emergency for the Bank and a set of standard actions to consider. 
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10. Leverage 

The Basel III leverage ratio is defined as the capital measure (the numerator) divided by the 
exposure measure (the denominator), with this ratio expressed as a percentage: 

Leverage Ratio = 
Exposure Measure 

The final proposal and report from the European Commission is still pending, with a possible 
binding introduction at the end of 2018. The Bank discloses the information on the leverage 
ratio based on the definition of the capital measure specified in point (a) of paragraph 1 of 
Article 499 CRR. Currently the Bank already takes into account the leverage ratio to ensue 
that all commercial activities based on the agreed business plan are in line with the leverage 
ratio requirements, especially in terms of managing the risk of excessive leverage- 

Following the CRR "risk of excessive leverage" means the risk resulting from an institution's 
vulnerability due to leverage or contingent leverage that may require unintended corrective 
measures to its business plan, including distressed selling of assets which might result in losses 
or in valuation adjustments to its remaining assets. 

The Bank has included the Leverage Ratio as a strategic key performance indicator in the 
section "Sound risk management and prudential supervision". The capital planning and the 
related stress testing contain the leverage ratio to avoid excessive leverage. 

11. Qualifying Requirements for the use of particular 

instruments or methodologies 

11.1. Use of credit risk mitigation techniques 

The Bank considers only cash pledged under Luxembourg Law and guarantees provided as 
eligible credit risk mitigating assets. The Bank is also using netting agreements to mitigate 
credit risks. GPBL has legally enforceable netting agreements for on balance sheet exposures 
(loans and deposits) and off-balance sheet exposures (derivatives) for which the Bank may 
calculate capital requirements on the basis of net credit exposures, subject to specific regulatory 
conditions. The Bank monitors encumbered assets, which consist of assets pledged as 
collateral against an existing liability and other assets which are otherwise explicitly restricted 
such that they cannot be used to secure funding. From a regulatory point of view, the Bank 
mainly accepts the pledging of financial assets (particularly client deposits) as collateral as well 
as personal guarantees and first demand guarantees. The Bank has no credit derivative 

exposures. 

As at 31 December 2017 the Bank used the following credit risk mitigation techniques: 
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• Time deposits of clients, which are linked to the performance of an underlying asset 
acquired by the Bank for such purposes ("credit-linked deposit" or "CLD") The 
credit risks, as well as the market risks related to these securities were entirety 
transferred to the holder of the corresponding deposits. 

• The participation of other banks in syndicated loan commitments is shown as a 
financial guarantee received. 

5-6 	 B+ to below B- 	 0 
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12. Appendix 

121 	List of Disclosure Requirements Part Eight of CRR 

CRR Article Disclosed Medium: Primary location Pillar 3 report 

Title If 	Technical Criteria on Transparency and Disclosure 
Article 435 	Risk management objectives and policies 
Article 436 	Scope of application 
Article 437 	Own funds 
Article 438 	Capital requirements 
Article 439 	Exposure to counterparty credit risk 
Article 440 	Capital buffers 
Article 441 	Indicators of global systemic importance 
Article 442 	Credit risk adjustments 
Article 443 	Unencumbered assets 
Article 444 	Use of ECAls 
Article 445 	Exposure to market risk 
Article 446 	Operational risk 
Article 447 	Exposures in equities not included in the trading book 

Exposure to interest rate risk on positions not included in 
Article 448 	the trading book 
Article 449 	Exposure to securitisation positions 
Article 450 	Remuneration policy 
Article 451 	Leverage 

Title III 	Qualifying requirements for the use of particular 
instruments or methodologies 

Article 452 	Use of the IRB Approach to credit risk 
Article 453 	Use of credit risk mitigation techniques 

Use of the Advanced Measurement Approaches to 
Article 454 	operational risk 
Article 455 	Use of Internal Market Risk Models 
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12.2. COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION 
(BU) No 1423/2013 

of 20 December 2013 

laying down implementing technical standards with regard to disclosure of own funds 
requirements for institutions according to Regulation (ELI) No 575/2013 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council 

ANNEX if 
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21 

22 
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a 11 cawedlble, spe@A' Insirommt type conver6Ne Imo 

N U corrrerllble, speoh ISEUEt Of OMMEnl It comens Inlo 
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Writeldo6a feawfas 

B wr4odVMI, vdts.do m biwar{b) 

m It w lift ieeh, 10, or per1181 
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Own (undo dudl0000e te.oPlat: 

Own funds dISt163UN temPlate 

Regulation 
(EU} No 
575/2613 

Article 
fteforonoo 

fi.6htSncfl.4lfYf4Y'I(C,~Tt)Aptlgk lrlr«7#glgSnlf RMA114e1A 

i CaOtnl InOwn,,omc and CM Wood chino promium occ ruts 26 (1)•  27, 29, 
29 

o1 Witch: Instrument type 1 EBA 119126 (3) 

of WMlch: Instrument type 2 EBA 1191 26 (3) 

of wnlch: InaVuw-nt hype 3 EBA 119126 (3) 

2 Rafe*Ied earnings 26 (t) Ia) 

3 AcNmlAelod Met camfveharcsNa meame IarvJ other resen~eal 26 (1) 

3a Funds for general banding nsx 26 (t) t(I 

A Amcum of qualifyllia Items referred to in A.Nde 484 13) and The related Share 
pmmium Aucouma albjucl to phuso out 4dm CETI 

485 (2) 

5 Minority mloro,% (n nount allaawd In car>sNhirtod CETI) 84 

5, 

6 

InduPdndaddy (09I.Wod IOWA) Prom. not o1 arty (quiseooblo chmgo or OVAnnrl 

Common Edulfv Tier '1 1CRT11 oealhd bottom moodolol9 alIuslmenls ~

--- 
26 (2) 

Sum d1 foes 
1 l0 6s 

"Opm  

J Ailditorol vaWo adluslman{a (mootvd ameuntl 34, 105 

8 Inldrgfpto tm9ots (nm of roWad tax Ilobillly) (rwgut',o amount) pg (1) lb), 37 

A 

19 

1I 

Empty ool in VIP EU 

Waited lax V.505 Tnul rm'y on fuium praxt,sbilty oxclt4in9 tloso edcina from 
tamps 	ry dllfarence6 (hat at related lax lab111y where the cundidl n9 In Article 33 
(31 am motf (nogalive arraung 

Fair value rasonWo ralmad TO iliSlrw v lousos on =h now hodgos 

16 (1) lot, a 

3311) (a) 

12 Ne9atvo imwms resulting from The OtImeton of expEWed Ur$ amooms 36 (4) (d), 46, 
164 

13 Any inaraase n equity thal result. tram EeNdlAed a99els (nedallve aq=fift) 32 0) 

id Gain ar Wan an fablldes vEJsd at fair value reeUtlirg from alenges in aW.n 
cedts romp 

33(1) (b) 

I5 

16 

Dofnodbar>efit panolal fun vs is (nollaf m orn wm) 

Direct and malreal hslofnge by an Incdludon of von CEFt IngMmanls (nepatvo 
amwm) 

34 (p (e}, 41 

36 (11 ITT, 42 

17 Direct, Inirect and .ndlneW I'okang9 a Ile CET 1 In.IrurTem. of dnanclel PPcd 
emfles Where thaee 8alttes have reciprocal cross h6dlnpb with the Institution 
dwi;mad to imnni, otlifsloly Iltn own finds of Iho inatludon (m@.palive oNolyd) 

$6 0) tg). 44 
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18 Oln.l, WIlowl and syiabaiic 1.414.gu by IN, in u,n,; or in CETI insUumanla of 
fineridal eap'kr entitles Where Ili$ IruhMian dose not heVa a $l riilisant Invesmmanl 
In ihuuo on4iae (Waomt bbo" 101:6 Imo:' hold 2nd sal of otolrra it pouilttzle) 
(negaEve amourlt) 

36 ft) lb), 43, 
45, 48, 40 (2) 
[47.9 

19 OlteCl, hulreal and syovialie Irildingii 4 the Iria14u4'an of Ole CET7 r itIc n ank of 
finendal eectdr enttes where the mghtubon hog a sdrilcenl Inveslmant In truss 
pmpiaa (,unocmf ubwp 10%14P.Wid PM npl PI olgibls ntwi pr00om$ (mDriEw 
a )Wfig) 

38 (1) 7,1), 43, 
45, 471  48 (1) 
Ib), 49 (t) to 
13), 7p 

20 Em:ty set In the EU 

20A Exrvwnr 	amoral of Ire Wowing items elich gmlily for a RW or 1260%, %here 
Me Irsllluticn opts for the deduction altemative 

70 01  U11 

200 0l Mich: quallly ng no.Nings wiside the l(nntlolel satin 0"Eiwa amount) 36 (I) Ik) it), 
80 w 91 

20c of wilth: geoirAlsaton pw:tom (repa6ta amoinl) 36 01 IN 111), 

244 (1) (1:1 
259 

20d of Welch; free dsllvedes (rae9anva amount) 38 (1),Ikl rill, 
770 (3) 

21 Oolatmd Iox A.g0ts wiping ftdm InT43eairy diffamoteo io mgm aWvp ION 
thisehoU, net of related tar I(abllty where the wryu%ona In Artl:7e 38 (3) we 
MI) (napair" amwntt 

213 (I) lot, 313, 
48 (11 I,a) 

22 AmWrl excemig tie 15 1. tnrathold (napaliVe airawal 48 (II 

23 of Wiloh: Bred and Indinni holdings by die hWolJon ct ire CETI InstnxWris or 
rn .pdol umlor Pn4k., wbwo the inOMW Nis a p33n7`kanl fnvpalmork In Irv". 
Brfillie9 

3601 11)1  A8 
(1) (b) 

24 E,1n2ty set 10 tae EU 

26 of 1A.110r dofairod Ian assets atiz;no train lomporary diffutannoe 30 (1) (nt. W 
48 (sl (o) 

25a Loagas for the current tinv'raAl year (negglive atwunt) 36 111 la) 

25U Finaseogplo lax dtarges ratalilr,) to CETI Iloi s tnagamw amWn1) 30 (I) 11) 

27 Onnfiyinu ATI dedudi ma thpt exepp] irm Of capital or tho In:lilinion imUlsYe 
emwfill 

M (71 () 

28 Total regUlptoty 9d(USVneDIS to Common. EgUtty Tlet I (CETI) Sum of rD'n.7 
to 208, 21, 22 
omt 269 la 27 

29 Ctnnmon Equity T101 (CETI) 9epirld Rost 0 rrinm 
rust 28 

ldEl'1'~tlti~7')R)aRft'1f~$,t1Clf>1EyJik~  ' • r  

3O Capital Ingirwerds aM tho Watod sham premium arrFunta 51,52 

31 of W:nldv d7.asaifed es eq.tily unrlar applkabis wcounlinit standards 

32 of xmldl: crasWed as IiebllltlEs under applitaGe accounting alardcrde 

33 AmwrA of gwlilyirr) items nalened to In Anicte 4134 (4) and Ilia related Mare 
premium uwouMa subteH in lahasa out Nom ATt 

486 (3) 

34 Quat~tying Tiar 1 capital fnckded in corrolldated ATi oa0tal (mdWIng mirarity 
Infcroutp mn ndla;,od in mw 51 howwl by pubsidixtto And W10 lay Hid parties 

85.86 
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06 

36 

of w.alch: Inabumahig 1osuo9 ly euct'dimiru t,v"cl to plhnsu aw 

Addf Boni Thor 1 (ATI) capital before re"Istory pAusbperde 

r 
496 (3) 

Sum of raves 
10, 39 end 04 

Ad~ilTyrlel"T13r3 ~A7j~i~a~iteblepdid9oCyAdJ}ptm4als
. 
	

,.,. 
	

'_.,.. .~. 	., 	r>.y.,~ ,. 	,.,, 	.. 

37 Olreal and Inuhs:l hatiinge by an Losillui rn of own AT1 Insoumads bAlgall" 
omcum) 

52 (IJ ib); 66 
fa), 67 

38 Dimel, Indlreol and 6yntheld holdings of IM ATI Instruments of Ansnda' aacdm 
am4[as "hare Ih050 ana6ou hayo romp pal enxi ,  ho'd)tgs with the Inslfhttfon 
designed th infi Se adiliclaly the Own funds of me Ineflueen (negative shot 	t) 

56 (b), SB 

39 Dimol, Whack and syntnolic 1131&190 of dvv ATI Irenamonla of Anancte ocltt 
stiff 4 where the haB OW dose rat have a sgnt.:canl 51veiumerA In Ilwae entries 
(amount above 10% thmshold and net at elis)'afe shun pro*nens) (roguff" 
amwof 

5o (c), 59, 80, 
79 

40 Oinml. irdiaoct .and syttlhatlo Iwldmga by The militutioe of the ATI iralmmooks of 
r mandal aa.aoI eatae  Where his u1suldilon has a S(gtllGenl Investment In Ilpea 
em4'is [net of eligible shore poslgone) (negrdha amount) 

5o (d), 54 7rJ 

41 Ermty eat In the Eu 

42 6ualt ing T2 dawclioia that exceed the T2 cop14+I of two Irmilml-n (repot" 
arrtw7hp 

50 (of 

43 TWaI rsgulaMry adlusbnents t4 Aadlllenal Tlef 1 (ATI) 44paal Sam PI nra 
37 to A2 

44 Adrgllbnal iiar f IATI) DON] Raw 26 mints 
raw 43 

95 Tisr 1 0411-1(T11 a (`ATI ♦:ATI) sum ar raw 23 
and mw 44 

?jd,W'~,jT'2} ~:4H)lllfilb){9 A>}11 A4SQk4~ 	 1 ..: l 

40 Captel almmumo and t1be Waled share premium dc4 	n19 62.63 

47 Amcum of qualitylrrg items referred to in Arlida 460 16} aid Ilia related [hare 
premium axoams avbleat to phase out from T2 

486 (4) 

46 Ouaetylog own lunds Instruments Included in consolidated T2 cupsful flmlin1 g 
mlmriy Inturosts Orel ATI Inalruvnams net Included in rats 5 A 94) Isausd by 
5ubsluares alvJ held by mud pates 

87. 8B 

49 of With; Inalrtnw* i utod tq wevdixfes antligl to Phase ot4 480 (4) 

50 Credit ;Ek as1u5insess 62 (a) d ({I) 

51 Tier 2 (T2) aapllbl before ralulelory adjustments 

52 ?Break and In]Ireci ho'dings by an lesullullan at 	uan 	T2 Iralmmsnta and 
satbdrdin,dIW ?Dart. moplivo omwtmt) 

63 Vbl b), 66 
fa), 07 

53 Hofdngs of me T2 Instrummis and aLgoni natad loans of bnanciat aster emWae 
wfiv- 4'asa million; Pave mnivocel (kiss Willotgs with Pte insrlatnn dndlfmm In 
Inflate arilllclayr 1113 awn funds rt Ilia mshuffan (napilve arrauni) 

66 (bl,  66 

6{ OirrO and hdaecl hddirgs of Ism T2 Irstrornerk and suho:dWiad law of 
Anerttlal askew entluee wrtera Ilse Ircstilullon does not have a s✓snillralt Itweskonent 
In those an6pos (emouit abore Ipso thmshdd and ret of ehgib'e shut podiums) 
(nsgaaav amount) 

00 (r.), 89, 70, 
79 
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55 Oin.t and Imlr.) holdn9s by the lmlilulim G the T2 hm,uracnl: asd 
w1actoNateo loans of nn9llclai sector entities Murre the mEritutlon has a 09nitcanl 
Imusinonl in those onliboa {net of 6911b'e ahori p0416m) (m9:5690 amtxlrril 

(16 (dl. 69, 79 

SB Ematy set In t16 EU 

57 Taal togulgttrry nd)uahtlapA to Tlar 2 (NR 4Apha Sun of Fes 
52 to 56 

58 T11W 2 (T2) Capital Raw 5t minus 
mo 87 

59 Taal cepilel (TO - Ti + T2) Sun of row 45 
and row 58 

6g Taal risk vaelgltted assae 

61 

an 'ku}l9`rq 	 r r 

02 (2) [aS Comlmff Equity Ttar 1 (as 8, percentage a form hsk exposure amount) 

62 Tier 1 (ea'e percentage of low nek etpoyunfj amour) 92 (S) if 

60 Tart,  rm5U4l(ea n pe"irroav of later nok gvissea srrotfll).' 92 (21 lo) 

64 ImUtudom apecillc Wtlz 	reguirernenl (CE['.1 reRukemant In accordance .Win 
on,alo 92 1) (01 OW onpild catleoneGon and eouni.mmljud buffer mwirelll rds; 
plus syalevc risk batter, plus syslemgelly lrrponmf ImitlW126 duller expressed 
us a pe,o oloaq of flck expense omaun) 

ORD 12B, 
120. 130, 131, 
133 

65 of %0irch: cs0W conservawn buffe- tequlrement 

66 or Atkil: CatleterCyaGal WWI fequirmlbm 

57 of setllch. egslartio rlak buffer regvirament 

67a of ghlch Global Syatemicely Imporhan Inalhuthn JO-Strl or Other $yelerricslly 
Important InOafoom (OSIq buffet 

60 Comeras Equity Tsu 1 avallable to meat IsAe)s fag a parsent' al Oak axposiva'. 
nmcam) 

GRD t28 

69 (non ralevani In E11 ragdlatianl 

70 [non rolevanl In EU regWarml 

7I [non m1a'vanl In EU rogulaiianl 

lCals̀aenllg.hala71l4A 1pleeRldw )qr w7pdtiu409 db!)Wre r(ek ylhlhtgk -: 

72 Qirtz f nrd Infra,{ bo'tfirgs of the capilal of flnmuL l "p it 	om9ies whnro IN 
IrrJmlim does not hwe s sllalia nl yrwesa11er4 In nose anlikes lainourt below 
10,% OfW.rold and mt of alpine ahM poslfQml 

30 (11 [M, 46, 
45 56 (c), 59, 
60 00 101  00. 
70 

73 Dlrts:l ak1. hd,s4111P%Jfn9e by fie Wplllullan or It. GETI >1a Worn"MW W ffimmul 
mesa enlille9 W7rure the Insillutlon has a Ngr4taanl in astment it Ihose enmle9 
(arrowl holvo 70% thnth a aril not or 41110mo ahxl p liom) 

10 {ll 11). 45, 
48 

74 Enoty set In tie. EU 

76 Deferred tar at5ets aneny Iron lamp_-reni alletcaytes (Atvowl Woo 10°b 
vtme 	ak7, net of related tax Ilcbllily Wl9re the mnclsone n AncVa 39 S3) are urea 

30 (1) fdl. M. 
46 
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r  

"lktnhiN s1-gun lh4 kwDu9~+R1 Ptovhiat 	Jn"9Fy' 	
_ 
	-.' ?~. 

76 Credit tick adjuutmanla Includod In T2 !•n rr,opoct a! oVervu2s ;d ". 0 to slna- 
d"law approach Iprkr to Ine apClicsllal of Ike Cep) 

62 

77 Cap pl Incrusion ar tnodil Ite3 aciuslnlnnj in T2 under alaldvdised epprpavi 62 

78 Credt risk a:tuslmar." inckolud in T2 In raspatt of axpu ,'nim suhact to iMlrcrwl 
rsM99-Lased approach fpetw to the applcatlon of the csp) 

62 

79 Cap for Inclusion of union Ask. aulualrnema; In T2 mvaat Inlealsl (aliNs-based 62 

4 002'sr8~tt74 ?ttWdp#Bfis'eflflg4ps+N NIlon.RR Alra ',,.,,. 

80 — Cwent cep on CET1 Btshuments sutlJeol 65 phase cut arrar3xnenls 484 (3),486 
{2) a M 

81 — Amount excluded from CETI clue to cap (excess over cap alter raiampihns 484 (3), 486 
and mutudlios) 12} a (L) 

62 — Cwrwt cap all ATt w-rin intents sublKt N phase out arrangemenl5 

.m~ 

484 (4) 4B6 rr  
(3) d (5) 

$3 — Amount excluded from ATa dw to r_hp laxrn@a wo, cop alter mde Vionx and 464 (4), 486 
Insunlin) 0) 8 15) 

84 — Currmt cap on T2 Irxirdmenb subject to pkaee oat erY&t9amen's 484 (5), 486 
14) a 15) 

85 — Amount exCudad from T2 due ID Gap (exacesa wee cap ever redamptims and 484 (5), 485 
maturings) (4) a f$} 
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Capital ir4trumants and the related slum prom]" 
accounts 

o1 wM;h: Insirumem "a 1 

28 (1), 27, 28, 20, 
E13A list 26 (3) 

EPA list 26 {3f 

of whbh: Inslmment type 2 E&A list 26 Of 

of Mt7Cir Instrument: too 3 ERA list 26 13f 

2 idelainsd a Wings 28 (1) (c) 

3 Aocurrulawd otfor wmprehensive Irrcme (and caher 
	

26 (1) 
reserves. Ninclude wroalod goin4 and 'ou, a• s undof 
the appfcable account ig eberAarda) 

Funds for genafel bankirrl risk 26 (1) i0 

486 12) 4 
	

Amawl: of quaVying IBM refined to in Arliclo 484 (3) 
and ale related share premium egctrunts adbfeal to 
phase oat from CETI 

483 (2) Pubis factor capital InpoOons grandfalhosed until 
I January 2018 

Minority Interests (amoum allo ed in carsoblaled CETI) 84, 479, 480 

26 (2) Be 
	

Inniependamly rw4vosd l W(cr, pmfla net of any forty 
seeabta clmtge of Qvidend 

7 Addlllmrd %slue adjustmems lnegalNs amount) 
	

34, IDS 

6 Inlangble assets (net N related lax IlaNky) (negative 
amoull) 

9 Empty Set in His Fat 

10 Deferral lax assets that rely on future proldablllty 
axcWIN Baran aloing Isom Wrapwary dRaereea (net 
of rdaled fax Ilablkry Wiens the conditions in Arable 38 
(3) are "I) (raga v amomR 

6 

36 (1) (b), 37, 472 (4) 

30 (1) (c), 38, 472 (0) 
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11 Fair value reserves (staled to gains or losses on cash 
It" hidgas 

33 (a) 

12 flagship arnotnle tesulliN ham tho caladalim of 
expected loss anownla 

38 (1) fd). M 159, 
472 lit) 

13 Any Increase In eauay that results Iran accudllsed 
asses (nvsa0,v amount) 

32(t) 

14 Oaina or konrou on Inbitaas voluod at Four value resulting 
if" changes In own credit slendng 

33M 

15 DEhned4]enalll pension two assets (negatw'e amount) 36 (1) (e), 41, 472 17) 

19 Direct alt lndYect holdings by an Insuluflort of arm CETI 
i!~immMlts (noovilivo anatmU 

36 if) if), 42, 472 (8) 

17 11"noos W the CETI Irol um soft at 5nfunclal sector 
andloa share th0ae modes new reclp!ocal croa9 
holdings wish the Imli t42!n dongnad to Inliate Minutely 
the awn funds ct tine 1nattudon (negative mount) 

36 (1) (01, 44, 472 IB) 

16 Direct alxl Indirect hadlrgs by the Inemudon of Ing CETf 
hxi!vmw-1Is at floar lot sector onlllloo where the mss. 
lutun does not move a atgndlcm investment In those 
Wei; (amount above the 101.4 IrTeshmid and net of 
esgible alho t positional (negative mount) 

36 (1) (It), 43, 4% 46, 
49 (2) (3). 79, 472 
(10) 

19 Direct, indirect and aynthsdc holdings by ale Inal tud0.9 a1 
the CETI Instruments at fnanclat sector enllllas where 
the kluMdun ]!as a eigriRcanl IWe811nen1 in those 
endtes (emolatt above 10%ti nestnld and not of gigitle 
ahem foaillona) (negx%ia amount) 

36 (1) (1), 43, 45, 47. 
48 (1) fb), 49 (1) to 
(3), 79, 470, 472 (11) 

20 Entply Sal In this EU 

208 Eva4ale moult d( the 101534q Items Mich qualify Mr 
a RW of 1250%, where the InstlMlm opts far tM 
dodwllm all"afwo 

36 (1) (k) 

20b P1 Winter, quallyIng holdings oulskra eta f!nanolal sector 
(negative amount) 

38 (1) (k) (4.89  to 91 

20c of whkh: secuddeadon positions (negative amount) 36 (1) (k) ()4 
243 (1) (b) 
244 (1) (b) 
258 

20d of wfhkl, Iran do5vmios (nogaliva tonount) 30 (1) (k) (ii4, 379 (3) 

21 Oularrod tux waseo arising ham larrgorory ditfororwo: 
(amount above 10% tlrefAl¢d, net of related tax Itsbllty 
what* Ihn,mullions in 31) l3)" runt) (Wilatnv Mining 

06 (1) to), 38, 48 (t) 
(e(, 470, 472 (5) 

22 Amaudt exb4edng I111,  16% 1141ash410 (nsgalive M0141) 48 (t) 
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23 

24 

25 

M whtta Owl Cori Indirect holdings by 11n iMiilullm of 
the CET1 Instruments of financial asclor elt1des %here 
the lhsliWbon has a ChUndicani imostmird In 8aue 
eretea 

EmpC/ Bet In the FU 

of whb-h: deferred tax assets arising from temporary 	_ 
Cf4laren:es 

u 

38 (1) (1). 48 (1) (b), 
4774, 472 (11) 

35 (1) (C), M. 48 (1) 
faj, 470, 472 (5) 

25o t.0 	s for Rra carmnl Enandril yaar (rwgative alndtimd 38 (1) (z), 472 (3) 

25b Foeoseacbrd tax Clunrges rotating to MI Ranln 
(negative aaruN) 

38 (1) (1) 

28 Regu'atory equemmnis stippled to Common Equty Tier 1 
In raspml of amwints subjacl to pra•CRR Goafmanl 

an 

_ 

Rogu'atory adiusimonls raindstj to urroadlsad Baba and 
Imes pursuant W Arlene 487 and 46B 

......,.._._._.. 

Cl which_ ... liter lar urreallsed Isla 1 

Of wh'chr ., 	liter for urceellsed lose 2 

487 

487 

Of wh'chr ... liter for urieallsed galn i 4BB 

Of wh1chr .,, liter for unnnalsed gain 2 488 

28b 

27 

Arrount to be deducted from or added to Csmimon 
Equty Tier 1 expilol with ragard W addlianai filter; and 
dedugms required pre CRR 

481 

VCuabffing AT 	deductions dial exceed the AT 	caphel of 
Hip Ns6WEon (negmi4e orrou n) 

 38 (1) 

 

29 

29 

Tend regulatory Aqugdnewhe In Common "WtyTim 
1 (CET1) 

Common Equity Ver t (CETI) rapBel 

6 	 r { 

30 Cephal Instruments and the related share prindun 
wc.mis 

51, 52 

31 

3'2 

01 x+ilchl classified as equity under appal ble axauming 
standards 

of whlch; dassilled as ialolhea under appkcable 
accounting aiandafoo 

33 A cowl Cl quaWing Items fanned to In Arfitle, 484 (4) 
and the reimcd share prerNum aceodnls sub)aet to 
Phone boil from ATi 

486 l3) 

Pubic 9ectof Capin] Inpapbmt3 grendla0xred until 
t donuary 2018 

483 (9) 
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24 Ouall4ing Tier 1 capital licluded in comsolidaled AT1 
oapiuel (includOq m1nority Wain% rut Included In rw 6) 
Issued by SUba tfaias and MId by third pafsea 

as, 86, 4B7 

35 of vvWK-  Insimmanb bated by oilicl wnes sub)aal Fa 
phase trot 

466 (3) 

36 AddNWesell Tier t {AT/)1OPM1 bVION liftolati 
ad)uemiel+ta 

37 Direct and Indirect Ibldngs by sn Imillolcn of own AT1 
hallfamenk3 (tvegau" amaniq 

62 (1) (b), 66 (a), 67, 
475 (2) 

38 Hord)ngs d the AT1 instrwnoms of financial noalor 
emllfee where nose M0005 have raclpmeal ctos3 
hold'nlis vdih the iruthol das!grwd to Innate anifidaly 
Ilia Orin fume of 1116 119105Un (negalive aenowl) 

56 @), 58, 475 (3) 

36 Direct and Indirect holdings at the ATi Irwtmmenls of 
financial sackr en5ilaa where the Institution does not 
lays a significant invostrrem In those emilles (amount 
above [be 10% Ivashuld aid net M eigible Rion pba-
dons);nsgailve amount 

54 (c), 68, tip. 79,476 
{4) 

40 Wool and Indirect holdings by Iha Inslltulim of the ATt 
Irutrumsrns of finenclol sector amllles where the Asti,  
tullm has a atgillicant Irvrestrnare in those armies 
(amount above tae 14% threshold net of eligible sMn 
poN4on" (nagalivo invite) 

56 (d), 53, 7P. 475 (4) 

41 RKulalo 	a tuslments upped to additional tier 1 In 
Impel, 	vmtviLR sthjoct to pa4-RR Ifeatmovil end 
transitional treatmsma subject to phase out as to aecrlbed 
In Rogulattori (EU) No 575,'2013 4I.0, CRR M00ual 
amounts) 

41a Reeklual amount& daducla9 It" Additional Tier t aap4sl 
wllh regard to deduction from Common Equity Tier 1 
capiUl CuinYg tive eansiblvai padod purtuatit to 
ae5da 47"'2 of Rsgtecallon (EU) No 57512013 

472, 472(3)(a), 472 
14), 472 (51. 472 (6) 
is), 472 (B), 472 (10) 
{a), 472 (11) (a) 

411b 

Of when items to be Belated If" by Iim, ag. Material 
net klwr4.m lasses, inrarglblas„ shodiali of pra6s+om to 
"pect&d ao  sa& Etc 

Residual amounts dadooted from Additional Tler i cai; ta) 
wllh regard to dertuction front T'ar 2 cap4al during Ile 
trenelaonal period present to an't'e 475 of RegUadon 
(EU) N6 575x013 

477, 477 (3), 477 (4) 
(a) 

Of which Items to be detailed Ilya by Iim, e.g. Reciprocal 
cross ha'dltys in Tier 2 hatrur ants. Bract hoklings ai 
ran sigritcant Investments h tae capital of other 
financial esator antilias, eta 
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Of whbh.... 481 

41c Amount to oe dedwfod from or added to Additional TIsr 
i coolol Wen regard W ad 04nal RWry and 100.0om 
regtired pro- CRR 

467 04 wliblL ... possible Igor for unreallssd tosses 

468 Of whbh_ ... posslble Igor 1:r ureeallsed galns 

45 Tier 1 cepleal (T1_ CETi +ATi) 

46 Capital ImImmnnts and the relasad share premiun 
acewnls 

47 Amount of quoUVIng Items ralened to in Ankle 484 (5) 
and the refired share premium accounts subject to 
phase oil from T2 

4113 (4) Pablo 00.101 capital Insetorrs grarchi isred until 
1 Jonuary 2618 

111nenia:: 51 	liar 2 (T2) capial before regulatory ad, 

467, 498, 487 

Qualifying T2 deduetlwo Thai emceed IN T2 cepllal of 
Iho insOwtion (mrgalivo eroum) 

Tnlal regtu0lory7 
(AT1).  capital 

AddRkmW 'nor 1 (ATi) capital 

42 56 (0) 

43 

44 

4BB (4) 

48 	Cuairytng NAn fdnd5 In?,iNmlYdS iWund In 
consalldatod T2 capial fincuding ml=gy Interests and 
ATt irisbufflo= not InulWed In IVA- 5 or 34) Issued by 
suosidlerles and had by tnlyd paAW 

49 	of whleh: Inorimme~nta Issued by wbslaaaas subject to 
Phase out 

486 (4) 

67, 08,480 

56 	Credlt dek adjustments 

62 	Direct rind Wired hdt ings by an irafn 0h of own T2 
Ittslmnents and suboroinaNd loans frogatya amoml) 

63 (b) (1).  
477 M 

53 	HOWINs of the T2 lnetnlmeNs and subordinated bare M 
financial socicr onlitlos wNro Ilv*o orditho havo 
re4rocal nose hohtin6e wlth me aneatuuen designed to 
IrPale anillrlaPe One own funds of the Inentution (neganae 
MOOD 

Be (b). go, 47T (3) 
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54 Direct and Inalrect Itddinge at ird T2 Ineburnams and 
subardwifid loom of financial sector entities 7.inew the 
lwilefbrl don not nave a signfc&tl la"aWlam in than 
endues (amount Boats 10`b thrsshold and net of aigiWe 
shod 9ocillms) inegexfia amoanl) 

65 (d), 69, 70, 79.477 
{4) 

Me Of Mhch new luld'npa not subject to transitional 
arrengpmant# 

544 Of tvhch hollirgs oxeling before I January 2013 and 
subject 10 4ensWarel arrangements 

55 Direst rid Indira ho dirge by the In211luliM of IM Td 
Instrumams and subordinated loans of Inancial sector 
en46es whe€s the iost4utron has a sionificam Irvrestnreni 
In IM9e entities (net of elglbe shat posillons) (nagative 
amctot) 

04 (d), 43. 70, 477 44) 

Be Regulatory adjustments eppled to 12r 2 I respect of 
arnoues subject to p O,CRR ImilmoN and transitional 
liss"anta suteot W p1t3se out ea prescvloed In Regu-
lation (EU) No 476013 (i.e, CAR residual amourrls) 

56s Nealdual amamis deducted Irom Tier 2capdW With 
regard to. discussion Iran Camman Equity Tier i capital 
daring me transitional period pursaant to aui6a 472 of 
RepuW6on (EUf No 57502013 

472, 472(3)(a), 472 
14), 472 0), 472 (e) 
taj, 472 (g), 472 (10) 
daf, 472 (11) (a) 

Of Mich )tams to be deaned line by line, e.g. Material 
net rtlerhn foss, Inkinglblas, shortfall of pra4rom to 
expec d losses sic 

561, RatfdoW agiviAta deducted from TW 2 4apllal with 
regard W deduction Iran A ldbonal Tier 1 capital oaring 
the imnattionat perbd pusuenl to Bfcle 475 of paou,  
Iakion IEf) No 57firZ013 

475, 4766 (2) (s), 478 
(3), 475 (4) (a) 

04 wNch Items to be dmnlled lice by the, e.g. reGpmcal 
crass hcldrgs In all Instruments, d8ect hoding5 of ndn 
slgnificant Irnearmiama In the capital of other irmi viol 
sector entries, eta 

500 Amount to 4e doduclad from or added to Tier 2 capes) 
with regard to additional filters and dduddom required 
pre CAR 

447. 463, 431 

Od tvh'ch= ... possibla liter $or uwsJlaed Adssas 457 

(Y whkim ... posdl)w Idler lot uuaaliead I)s1fie 465 

C4 wWoh: ,., 40t 

57 Toted regtdfitdty ad)ualmeMe to Tiff R (Tr) capita) 
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SB Tler 2 (T7) capital 

59 ToIW Wild (T4̀;=. T7 s T'i) 

598 RI^.k wWDIIted a3a61S In reepaCt of emoinls Subject to 
pre•CRR treatment and irana*mul trealmsnts cob)acl to 
pheso utl as proscribed In RegJaliam (EU) No 575' 
201311, e. Grin maldual amouA5) 

C% whom:... Items not deducted Irom OET1 (tneg lsrtn 
(EU) No 5751ED13resldtml W 	Iama,1 
(mems to be AeWad Ilne by lire, ag. Deferred tax essets 
That rely on Nitre prollubllty net of related tax Itoblly, 
(Wired Ixtldinge of own CETI, as;) 

472, 472 (5), 472 (8) 
lb), 472 f10) (b). 472 
(11) ib) 

Of whole ... ikme not daddcted kom ATI ;ems 
(Regulation (EU) No 57572013reedual emourds) 
(bums 10 be dolarad if" by Him), 0.9. RoOprooN arose 
Nldop In T2 IWINnaalls, direct holdngs of non. 
signlficarx Imoutments In the capital of other fhemdal 
aector altibes, etc.) 

475, 475 (2) Ib), 475 
l2) (c), 47a (41 (b) 

Items nor de.dk4lad front T2 Y4na fflaqulafion (EU) No 
675,2D13re91dus amounts) 
(,ems 10 bo dviallod line by Fne, e.g. Indract hddiags A 
own t2 haemlmarms, Indimot Midnga of non-slgm 1cant 
iremst"nis in the mitol of other Ommial umlor 
arWties, Indre rt nntdhgs of agmgCenl Irwesimsn19 In the 
cad6al of other financial sector en0€es stc) 

477, 477 (2) (b). 477 
121 (o), 477 (41 (b) 

60 Total risk wsghted asses:: 

fit Common EW]ly Tier 1 Joe a petcemage, of risk exposure 
NaoUll) 

92(2)49).465 

lit Tier 1 Ise a parcsmage,  of risk exposure armoui7J 92 (2) 41b), 465 

53 Told caphei;(as a pementaga of Ask exposure emoum) 92 (2) (o) 

54 hmlalllart spociltB butler regdlramnem (CET1 requirement 
In accordance with orldo, 92: (1) (a) plus capital saner 
salon and cbumecydlcal buffer maialrememd, plus 
systemic Ask buffer, Bius the: aysiemicaNy Imwrfwn 
I~nmon t~7ler (a-s' or O-git bufw). expressed as p 
portent ge od risk expcasrs amount) 

ORD 128, 129, 13D 

65 of Mtklx capsal oonsurv01lon buffer ragdremsm 

Be at with coietlercyciks butler requirement . 

67 of with systendm Ask buffer "Iremet 
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39 (q (1), 45, 49, 470, 
472 (11) 

36 (ii (Cl. 36, 46, 470, 
472 (5) 

Cuma It cap an CETI insln ms wb)ec1 to piksse out 	 494 (3), 486 12) R I6) 
anengements 

Etl* Mar 1 ayes 
le W rk exposure arru 

ORD 129 

Dlred and Indlrsd hcldinge of tie capital of hranclel 
soalur pnh@oe %hiam [ho Ins ilut" dais not haw a 
signllicalwt Ircaesvnem In Imse entities (amount below 
10% Ihroshdd and not of 014bb stun po5hlons) 

36 11) In). 45, 46.472 
110) 
58 (o), 59, BD, 475 44) 
60 (0). A 70, 47714) 

Direct aid Indirect holdngs by the iiu tubon of the CET 
I InslNmenls d hmxllel-seder enlillea where line kle0. 
tullon has a eIgnItIcant Investment In Ihaee em4les 
(amount 1104W 10% I V"Wd and nst of  IfiigiVo chat 
pcd4onst 

Empty Set In the EU 

Oefened lax assets a4sing from Imlporary differences 
(amount Wow 10% threshold. net  cl related tax Ilabll#y 
afield IPSO apld4lons In Aff6a 36 (3) are met) 

Credit risk adjustmonls induded in T2 al respect of 
exposures su*al to slendardzed epproesh ipdor to uto 
applloalan of the cap) 

Cap an Inclusion of credit dsk adjustments it T2 under 
stan,JwdlEed appoach 

Credll risk ad}ustmonis klcluded to T2 fn respect of 
exposures subject fo internal rallMs-basad approach 
(price to 'ha spaiealian of the Cep) 

Cep iv Indudon of nedt rktl equenneme In T2 under 
Ir;enlxl r.Rtngsbasad appeo,~r 
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81 An v,l oxalude4 Imm CETI Sore to wp (oxco 4 ov. 
cap After reri mptime and n aturaes) 

484 (3), 460 12) S (5) 

82 Current cap on ATI alstrurnams subject to phase out 
arrangements 

434 (4),  466 (3) & (5) 

83 Amount excluded iron ATi due to cap (excess over cap 
after mdemplions and n W6,1ies) 

4&1 (4), 489 13) & (5) 

84 Current cap on T2 IIt.Wmmells SON0 t to phase oil 
Anengemente 

484 (5), 4B3 14} & to) 

85 Amount mluded from T2 due to cap (excess vmr cap 
gdlw Aa mpllans and mawrilles) 

484 (+1, 486, 14) & (b) 
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12.3. COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) 2015/1555 

28 May 2015 

Supplementing Regulation (ETA No 575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to regulatory technical standards for the 
disclosure of information in relation to the compliance of institutions with the requirement for a countercyclical capital buffer in accordance with 
Article 440 
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10 Breakdown by country 

Uzbekistan 153.8 0 0 0% 
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United States 14.9 4.5 4.5 0% 

Russia 253.3 232.4 232.4 0% 

Netherlands 47.3 43.8 43.8 0% 

Luxembourg 834.1 51.8 51.8 0% 

Kazakhstan 2.9 0 0 0% 

Jersey 2.6 0 0 0% 

Ireland 219.1 123.9 123.9 0% 

Guernsey 32.8 8.3 8.3 0% 

United Kingdom 53.3 46.6 46.6 0% 

France 45.3 29.1 29.1 0% 

Estonia 5.0 1.8 1.8 0% 

Ecuador 2.9 2.9 2.9 0% 

Germany 15.1 13.5 13.5 0% 

Cyprus 49.8 22.1 22.1 0% 

Switzerland 329.9 130.8 130.8 0% 

Austria 57.8 27.3 27.3 0% 

United Arab Emirates 41.7 0 0 0% 

Others 0.1 0.1 0.1 0% 

TOTAL 2,161.7 738.9 738.9 
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12.4. COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING REGULATION (EU) 2016/200 

15 February 2016 

Laying down implementing technical standards with regard to disclosure of the leverage ratio for institutions, according to Regulation (EL) No 
575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council 

ANNEX I 

CRR Leverage Ratio — Disclosure Template 

Reference date 

Table LRCom: Leverage ratio common disclosure 

CRR leverage ratio 
exposures 

On-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives and SFTs) 

1 On-balance sheet items (excluding derivatives, SFTs and fiduciary assets, but including collateral) 1,936.6 

2 (Asset amounts deducted in determining Tier 1 capital) (3-6) 

3 Total on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs and fiduciary assets) (sum of lines 1 
and 2) 

1,933.0 

CRR leverage ratio 
exposures 

Derivative exposures 

4 Replacement cost associated with all derivatives transactions (ie net of eligi ble cash variation margin) 1.8 
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5 Add-on amounts for PFE associated with all derivatives transactions (mark- to-market method) 8.7 

EU-5a Exposure determined under Original Exposure Method _ 

6 Gross-up for derivatives collateral provided where deducted from the balance sheet assets pursuant to the 
applicable accounting framework 

- 

7 (Deductions of receivables assets for cash variation margin provided in derivatives transactions) - 

8 (Exempted CCP leg of client-cleated trade exposures) - 

9 Adjusted effective notional amount of written credit derivatives - 

10 (Adjusted effective notional offsets and add-on deductions for written credit derivatives) - 

11 Total derivatives exposures (sum of lines 4 to 10) 10.5 

SFT exposures 

12 Gross Sr 1 assets (with no recognition of netting), after adjusting for sales ac counting transactions - 

13 (Netted amounts of cash payables and cash receivables of gross Sl^ 1 assets) - 

14 - Counterparty credit risk exposure for S1,1 assets 

EU-14a Derogation for S1,  Is: Counterparty credit risk exposure in accordance with Articles 429b(4) and 222 of 
Regulation (Ein No 575/2013 

- 

15 Agent transaction exposures - 

EU-15a (Exempted CCP leg of client-cleated SFT exposure) - 

16 Total securities financing transaction exposures (sum of lines 12 to 15a) - 

Other off-balance sheet exposures 

17 Off-balance sheet exposures at gross notional amount 411.1 

CRR leverage ratio 
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exposures 

18 (Adjustments for conversion to credit equivalent amounts) -218.1 

19 Other off-balance sheet exposures (sum of lines 17 and 18) 214.6 

Exempted exposures in accordance with Article 429(7) and (14) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 	balance sheet) (on and off 

EU-19a (Intragroup 	exposures 	(solo 	basis) 	exempted 	in 	accordance 	with Article 429(7) of Regulation (EU) 
No 575/2013 (on and off balance sheet)) 

- 

EU-19b (Exposures exempted in accordance with Article 429 (14) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 (on and off 
balance sheet)) 

- 

Capital and total exposure measure 

20 Tier 1 capital 124.9 

21 Leverage ratio total exposure measure (sum of lines 3, 11, 16, 19, EU-19a and EU-19b) 1'936.6 

Leverage ratio 

22 Leverage ratio 5.79% 

Choice on transitional arrangements and amount 	derecognised fiduciary items of 

EU-23 Choice on transitional arrangements for the definition of the capital measure Fully phased in 

EU-24 Amount of derecognised fiduciary items in accordance with Article 429(11) of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 - 

Table LRSpl: Split-up of on balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs and exempted exposures) 

CRR leverage ratio 
exposures 

EU-1 830.8 Total  on-balance sheet exposures (excluding derivatives, SFTs, and exempted exposures), of which: 

EU-2 Trading book exposures - 
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EU-3 Banking book exposures, of which: 1,737.3 

EU-4 Covered bonds 

EU-5 Exposures treated as sovereigns 697.0 

EU-6 Exposures to regional governments, MDB, international organisations and PSE not treated as - 
sovereigns 

CRR leverage ratio 
exposures 

EU-7 Institutions 228.0 

EU-8 Secured by mortgages of immovable properties 25.0 

EU-9 Retail exposures - 

EU-10 Corporate 787.2 

EU-11 Exposures in default - 

EU-12 Other exposures (eg equity, securitisations, and other non-credit obligation assets) 
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